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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
This thesis reports the results cof a :situdy \lllndertaken to detenxtiLnie 
the causes of and costs associated with cotton gin £ires in Oklahoma, 
and to determine the relationships between fire preventive devic.es andl. 
auxiliary equipment and their influence on the fre~uency of and losses 
from gin £ires. 
Losses from cotton gin fires are among the major risks faced by gin 
owners and operators. Insurance premiums for protection against fire 
losses, and uninsured losses from fires~ constitute a sizeable item CJf 
expense to gin owners each year. In the past few years, however, a n\lllm= 
ber of fire preventive and control devices were developed and installe.d 
in gins. These devices were designed pd.marily to rremove from the seed 
cotton such objects as metal, rocks~ and green lbi,olls which are known to 
ca1Jtse fires in the ginning process. Xt was expectercll. th8!t these devices 
could eventually reduce the frequency and extent of gin fires and losses 
associated therewith. However, no research has bee:i. carried out to 
evaluate the effec:tiveness ef these devices in redl\llld.ng losses froll!J! 
fires. Moreover, no consideration is given to the presence or absence 
of these devices when determining insurance rates. 
The losses associated with gin fires, whether shifted by insurance 
or not, result in higher ginning costs. These costs are paid directly 
by producers through charges for ginning and thus reduce the net 
1 
i.nciome from. pt·oid'lllc:!l:ng ciotton. Any t'eductircm 'JLn ,10:sts due to fire 
losses, therefore, would tend to increase returns to cotton producers. 
lt would also increase the overall efficiency of cioJtt.on marketing and 
thereby help to mrr.aintain or improve the crnmpetiti.ve position of c.otton 
in fiber markets. It is hoped thait the an~lysis: ,:ontained in this 
the,sis will be helpful to gin opera,trcirs in redt~1cdng the numbeic of gin 
fires and the result:1.ng liosses 9 and thereby le:~dl to reductions in 
g;:bming cos ts. 
Specific 01b j) ecU ves 
The specific l!JJb}ectivies of this study were as follows: 
1. To asce1ttai.n the o·.r:iLgin and plt'obia.ble ca..vJY.sres of f:l:o,:s in 
cotton g;i'ns. 
2. To evaluate the effectiveness of fire p:ret\T(i'mtive 6!.evices !Din 
the frie«Jrm~c:ncy cif and lrc1sses frinim gin f :itres. 
3. 'I'o analy:z;e the relationship betwe,en the /l1m@'l.mt iof dieaning; 
and drying 1e(qpuiip,a1ent in CiO>t tioin gins arid! tb.e fre,q['illency of~ all'.\1d 
losses f:rc1!C!ilv fi.rea. 
4. To ascertain the t·celatll.cmship b<eitween preJr:rd.ums paid for the 
va.ri©l1.l!S types iOif gin f:11:ie :lns1i.llran«";e and :btre fossiB:s incurred 
by the gins. 
This :stilldy i.s part of the Sornt.hern Regironal Ctitton Marketing Pr!Q)-
ject SM-17 i.n whic.h eil.ght state agd.c:1i.lll tural expr:?.il'.:':fLtrm,ent stat irons and th@ 
Agir.icultu1cal Marketing Service of the United Stat®:Si Di~palt'tment of 
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Agriculture cooperated. Actually, however, the overall study was con-
ducted throughout the cotton belt» since AMS workers collected data 
in those cotton belt states not cooperating directly. 
Sampling Procedure 
The sampling procedlJlre for this study was set @p by the Technical 
Committee, SM-17. It was to be i.dlentical in all states. The sample 
gins were to be classified in two ways. First~ th®y were clasisified 
according to the amount of cleaning and drying e~uipment. Within each 
equipment classification, the gins were classified by the types of 
fire preventive and control devices in the gin. 
The equipment groups would include simply e~uipped gins~ mod-
erately el!lluipped gins and elaborately e«lJ.uipped gi·ns. For th~ pur-
poses of this study, a simple gin is a gin with no cleaning or drying 
e~uipment or with only one dryer or only one overhead cotton cleaner. 
A moderately equipped gin is a gin which has in addition to lint clean-
ers either (1) one overhead cotton cle.anlllet and one dryer, or (2) <!l1. 
combination of one overhead cotton cleaner and two dryers» or (3) t'fflii 
overhead cotton cle.ai.nell."s and one diryer. An elab,~iirately eqiud.ppe~ gi"n 
is a gin with two or more dll."yers~ a bllllrr machine~ two ior mnre overhead 
cotton cleaners and lint cleaners. 
Within each of the above eiq[uipment groups, t.he gins were to be 
classified on the basis of fire preventive and control devices as fol-
lows: (1) gins with green boll traps only, (2) gins with magnets only, 
(3) gins with complete co2 systems, (4) gins with magnets and green boll 
traps, and (5) gins with none of these devices. 
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Selection of Sample Gins in Oklahoma 
A list of the cotton gins operating in Oklahoma in 1955 was ob-
tained from the Oklahoma Ginners Association. Each of the 337 gins 
operating i.n 1955 was mailed a questionnaire to determine the type of 
equipment and fire preventive devices ~nstalled in the gin. Of the.$®» 
294 or 87% returned the equipment questionnaire (Table I). 
It was found from the state-wide survey that 172 gins» or 51 
percent of all gins in the state, were located in the 14 southwest 
counties. 1 Moreover, there were only 113 gins in the state that had 
any fire preventive devices and 103 of these gins were located in these 
same 14 southwest counties. Since most of the gins with devices wer~ 
in the 14 southwest c~unties and the other gins were widely scattered 
throughout the state, it was decided to include only gins in these 
14 southwest counties in the sample for this study. 
The survey also revealed that there were no si~ply e1uipped gins 
operating in the state in 1955. Consequently, the sample for the study 
includes only moderately equipped and elaborately equipped gins. More-
over, the survey also showed that the only types of fire preventive de-
vices in use were green boll traps only and l!Mgnets and green boll tiraps 
in combination. Thus, there were only three clasies based on fire pre-
ventive devices: (1) gins with green boll traps only~ (2) gins with 
magnets and green boll traps, and (3) the control group which had n(C)ne 
of the devices. 
1 . 
The 14 southwest counties include: Beckham~ Caddo, Canadian~ 
Comanche, Cotton, Custer, Grady, Greer, Harmon, Jackson, Kiowa, Roger 
Mills, Tillman and Washita. 
TABLE I 
TOTAL NUMBER OF GINS AND Nt!IMBER OF GINS WITH 
SELECTED FIRE PREVENTIVE. DEVICES 9 OKLAHOMA 
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Green boll traps 
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Magnets and green boll 
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The committee had suggested taking a sample ~f approximately 30 
gins with no devices and 15 gins with each type of fire preventive 
device. However, there were only four gins with magnets and green 
bell traps in the state. All four of these were included in the 
sample. 
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In order to make the sample larger, 25 gins w:d.th green boll traps 
only were included in the survey instead of the 15 gins as suggested. 
The original sample therefore included 4 gins with magnets and green 
boll traps, 25 gins with green boll traps only and 30 gins with no 
fire preventive devices 
During 195,7 and 1958 several sam.ple gins stopped operating or 
cooperating. The 1957 sample included 23 gins with green boll traps 
&nly, 4 gins with magnets and green boll traps, and 24 gins with no 
devices for a total of 51 gins. There were still fewer gins in the 
195a sample. It included 22 gins with green boll traps only, 4 gins 
with magnets and green boll traps~ and 18 gins with no devices for a 
total of 44 gins. 
Appendix B shows the breakdown of sample gins for each yea~ and 
the three year total. In these tables, the gins are classified both as 
to the type of fire-preventive devices and the am~~nt of cleaning and 
~rying e~uipment. 
Procedure for Collecting Data 
Data were collected from the sample gins for the three ginning 
seasons of 1956-57, 1957-58, and 1958-59. Before the beginning of each 
ginning season, each sample gin was contacted and given a Sllllp·ply «rl!f 
fire report cards (Appendix A). The operator was requested to fill 
out one of these cards and mail it in at the time of each fire. If 
there was no fire during any given week, the operator was asked to 
send in a fire report card indicating that his gin did not have a 
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fire during the specified week. This information was then accumulated 
and summarized at the end of the season. 
In addition, a supplementary insurance survey was made each year. 
A schedule was taken by personal interview each year from each gin 
operator in the sample to obtain information on insurance premium. 
rates, insurance coverage, premium. payments and claims collected. 
Other information about the type of insurance and insurance companies 
was obtained also. 
Method of Analysis 
Year-to-year variation in gin fire experience due to uncontrol-
lable factors is such as to render suspect an analysis based on data 
for a single yea~. Moreover, as pointed out above, there was a dif-
ferent number of gins in the sample for each group for each of the 
three ginning seasons? except for the four gins with magnets and green 
boll traps in combination. Therefore9 the data for all three years 
were combined for most of the analysis presented. In order to give 
each gin weight in the sample e~~ivalent to the amount of data ob-
tained from it, the data were converted to a gin-year basis. 
Thus, the total number of gins in the combined sample was ob.-
tained by weighing each gin by the number of years in the sample. A 
gin which was in the sample all three years was counted as three gins. 
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A gin in the sample two years was counted as two gins and a gin in the 
sample one year was counted as one gin. 
An analytical procedure employed was what might be termed de-
scriptive analysis. For. the m«:»st part, the survey data are summari-
zed according to va~ious cross classification schemes. Because iOlf the 
stratification employed and the randiOlm selectfon iof sample gins in 
each class (except the class containing green biCill traps and. imagnets 
in combination), the results provide li.nformatfon reason.si.bly represienta-
tive of all gins in Oklllliht11111118J. u.mder similar situatli.0.Yns. Conseqp!.llently, 
the infoI'm!ilt:i.on ils srnllffident for the practical purpose (CJ)f drawing tem,-
tative conclusions regarding the specific objectli.ves of the stud.y. 
Li~itations of the Study 
There are a few faic:.tors which should be considered in applying 
the findings of this st1.J1dy. By coincidence~ the three year period of 
this study is the same as that during which the Federal Soil Bank 
Pr@gram was in effe,ct. Therefore the volume of ginning for the sample 
gins is lower than w,ould be expected in the absence of such progt"ams. 
Acc1ording to the survey i the four gins with l!!iJa.gnets and. green 
boll traps formed the entire pop1.J1latfon ((l)f these gins in the state 
in 1955 and therefore these are the only four gins mf this classifica• 
ti(m included in the study. Jrt would have been desirable to have a 
larger number of gins in this class to fully evaluate the effective-
ness of this device. It would probably be desirable to have observa-
tions over a longer period of time if recoirmornendations of an actuarial 
nature are to be miade. However, the results for the three year period 




THE INCIDENCE OF FIRES IN COTTON GINS 
This chapter contains a description and an~lysis of the fre~~ency, 
causes, and location of fires and associated losses in the sample gins 
during the three seasons of 1956-57, 1957-58 and 1958-59. 
Many factors influence the fre<qp!llency and extent of fires in 
cotton gins and the losses therefrom. Among the Jm.(l)re important fac-
tors are the type of buildings, the amount of cleaning and drying 
equipment, the voluume of cotton ginned~ the types of fire preventive 
devices present, and, perhaps most important of all, the care exercised 
by management to safeguard against fires. However~ these factors are 
often so interrelated that it is difficult to separate the effects and 
attribute them to a single factor. 
It seems logical to expect more fires in the more elaborately 
equipped gins because the cotton is subjected to more operations and 
thiS increases the possibility of a fire. Also, Losses from fires in 
the more elaborately e~uipped gins would be expected to be greater 
because of the mere expensive el!lluipment subject to damage from fir.es. 
The volu)lle of ginning would affect the frel\'lluency of and loss from 
fi.res because as nMMt'e cottl!rln is ginned t:he opportunity for a fire to 
start is increased. Also, the more the machinery is operated the great-
er is the friction and wear which in turn would tend t.o increase the 
occurrence of fires. 
However, ·1t is likely that the volume of ginning and the amount 
o.f equipment is positively correlated. The cleaning el!lluipment :its used 
10 
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to give a cleaner; better ~uality bale. When a gin with more equip-
ment is convenient for a cotton grower to use, he wou.ld likely prefer 
this gin over a gin with less ,cleaning and drying equipment. This 
adds to the difficulty of isolating the effects of either factor on 
the occurrence of fires. 
The fire preventive devices used in gins are intended to remove 
foreign matter such as rocks 9 metal, and green bolls from the seed 
cotton before it enters the cleaning and drying e<q/_1Ulipment. Prevfo1llls 
fire records indicate this foreign matter is a cause of a large per-
centage of fires in gins. 2 If these devices can remove this foreign 
matter from cotton, the n1Ulmber of fires in gins using these devices 
should be reduced. 
In this chapter, an, analysis will be made of thoe fire -exp,er.ience 
of the sample gins as a group. The influence of the volume of ginning 
on fires will also be analyzed. In the next chapter an evaluation~£ 
the effect of cleaning and drying e~uipment and the effect of fire 
preventive devices on the causes of fires and the losses therefromj 
will be made. 
The Fre1~ency of and Losses from Fires 
Of the 154 gins3 in the sample, 60 reported no fires and 94 re~ 
ported a total of 211 fires (Table II). This represents an average 
2 Handbook of Fire Pretection, (National Fire Pro~ection Associati~n, 
60 Battery March Street, Boston, Massachusetts) Ninth Edition, p. 338. 
1948. 
3 Based on gin years, seep. 7. 
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TABLE II 
GIN FIRE EXPERIENCE FOR SAMPLE GINS» OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Year 
Item 1956 1957 1958 Total 
Number of gins 59 51 44 154 
Number of fires 68 84 59 211 
Number of fires per gin 1.15 1.65 1.34 1.37 
Number of .gins having fires 34 37 23 94 
Number of ba.les ginned 77,904 81,152 95,989 255,045 
Losses from fires 
Machinery loss $40,364 $85,150 $ 10 $125,524 
No., gins 5 3 1 9 
·Ne.· fires 5 3 1 9 
B1lllilding loss $2,550 $20,000 $22,550 
No. gins 2 2 0 4 
No. fires 2 2 0 4 
Subtotal Loss $42,914 $105,150 $ 10 $148,074 
Cotton loss $ 3,495 $ 10,857 $2~469 $ 16,822 
No. gins 31 28 18 77 
No. fires 53 57 35 145 
Gin time los.s $498.81 $932.93 $370.10 $1,802.44 
No. gins 30 31 18 79 
No. fires 61 68 39 168 
Extinguisher material 
used $491.10 $886.70 $378.80 $1,756.60 
No. gins 20 19 11 50 
No. fires 39 32 19 90 
Subtotal $4,484 $12,676.62 $3,218.92 $20,381.29 
TOTAL $47,398.91 $117,827.46 $3,228.92 $168,455.29 
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of 1.37 fires per gin year. The total estimated loss from these fires 
was $168,455. However, the extent of the fires ranged from those 
quickly extinguished and causing no loss to three fires in which the 
gin b~ilding, gin machinery, and cotton on the bale yard were a total 
loss. These three fires accounted for $149,750, or 88.9 percent of 
the total estimated loss from all fires. A single fire resulting in 
a loss of $56,700 accounted for one-third of all losses during the 
three~year period. 
Only 41 of the fires caused an estimated loss of $100 or more 
each. .· Thirty-seven of these fires had building, machinery and cotton 
loss of more than $100 each. The building, machinery and cotton loss 
for the other four fires was less than $100 but the eetimated loss in 
Gin Time and Fire Extinguisher Material used caused the total loss to 
be greater than $100. 
Many of the insurance policies were written with a $100 deductible 
clause. 4 Since the fire insurance covers only building, machinery, and 
cotton loss, thirty seven of the 211 fires would have callllsed enough 
loss for the insurance company to pay damages under this clause, had 
it been in affect on all insurance policies. 
The losses from fires were classified into those due to gin build-
ings, gin machinery, crot'ton, gin down time, and extinguisher material 
used (Table II). In terms of this classification;i the loss in gin 
machinery of $125,524 was by far the largest loss. This represented 
74.5 percent of all lesses. However, as in the case of total losses, 
4 A $100 deductible clause required the gin_ to pay the first $100 
of any loss and the insurance company will pay all loss above $100 up 
to the total value insured. 
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practically all of the machinery loss occurred in the three fires 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. These three fires accounted for 
all but $524 of the total estimated machinery loss. 
The second largest item of loss was the $22,500 associated with 
gin buildings. All of this loss was reported in the three fires 
discussed previously. 
The average loss per gin per year for the three-year period was 
$1,093 (Table III). During the 1957 season in which two gins burned 
completely, the average loss per gin was $2,310. However, in 1958, 
when no fires were reported with a total loss~ the average loss per 
gin dropped to $73 per gin. 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE LOSS FROM FIRES PER GIN FOR SAMPLE GINS, 
OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Year 
TY'ee of Loss 1956 1957 1958 Total 
Machinery loss $684.14 $1,669.61 $0.23 $815.09 
Building loss 43.22 392.16 146.43 
Cotton loss 59.24 212.90 5.6.12 109. 24 
Gin time loss 8.45 18.29 8.42 11. 70 
Exting1Ulisher material 
used 8.32 17.39 8.61 11.41 
Total Loss per Gin $813. 37 $2,310.35 $73.38 $1,093.87 
The average loss per fire for the three-year period was $798 
(Table IV). Once again, however» the influence of the three fires 
which resulted in a total less may give a somewhat distorted picture. 
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For example~ the loss p~r fire in 1958 when there was no complete loss 
reported by sample gins was only $54.73. In contrast, in 1957 when two 
gins suffered a complete foss the loss per fire was $1,402.72. 
Losses were comp~ted also on an average loss per bale ginned per 
year basis (Table V). For the three-year period~ the average loss per 
bale ginned per year was 66 cents. Again» the infhllence of the three 
fires resulting in t@tal foss is emphasized. Machinery l©ss» which was 
almost completely acc©>unted for by the thre.e total h:vss fires~ irepresent-
ed 49 cents of the 66 c.ents average loss per bale ginned. The influenc.e. 
of these fires is brought into sharp focus also when a comparison of the 
loss per bale ginned is made for the three years separately. The loss 
per bale ginned was ~nly 3.36 cents in 1958 but was 61 cents in 1956 
and $1.45 in 1957. 
TABLE IV 
LOSS FROM FIRES PER FIRE FOR SAMPLE GXNS~ OKLAHO'.MA~ 1956-1958 
Year 
Type of Loss 1956 1957 1958 Tota. I 
Mac,hinery loss $593.59 $1,013.69 $ 0.17 $594.86 
la'Ulilding loss 37.50 238.09 106.86 
Cotton loss 51.40 129. 26 41.58 79. 72 
Gin time loss 7 .33 11.11 6.29 8.54 
Extinguisher material 
\\l!Sed 7.22 10.56 6.4,2 8.33 
Total loss per 
fire $697.04 $1,402.71 $54-.73 $798.31 
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TABLE V 
LOSS FROM FIRE PER BALE GINNED 'FOR SAMPLE GINS, .OKLAHOMA9 1956-1958 
Year 
T;ype of Loss 1956 1957 1958 Tot.ill 
Machinery loss $.5181 $1.0493 $.0001 $.4922 
Building loss .0327 0.2464 .0884 
Cotton loss .0449 0.1338 .0257 .0659 
Gin time loss .0064 0 .0115 .0039 .0071 
Extinguisher material 
used .0063 0 .0109 .0039 .0069 
Total loss per 
bale ginned $0.6084 $1.4519 $.0336 $.6605 
T):ie Probable Cause and Locati.on of Fires 
Gin managers were asked. to indicate on the fire report cards 
(Appendix A) the probable cause and the location in the gin where the 
fire was first noticed. ·A summary of these data is shown in Table VI. 
Frequently» more than one cause was reported for a single fire. Occas-
. . 
ionally a fire was noticed in more than one place at the same time. 
The cause of over one-fourth of all fires was reported to be un-
known. This apparently indicates that ginners could not determine what 
caused the fire in some cases. However, the percentage of fires caused 
by unknown factors seems high. Moreover, some gin operators reported 
the cause of most of their fires as unknown, while others reported 
practically all fires to be the result of specific causes. This raises 
the ~uestion as to whether some operators actually ma.de an attempt to 
discover the cause of some fires. 
T.A.BLE VI 
THE PLACE OF OCCURRENCE AND PRO~ABLE CAUSE OF 211 FIRES R!l!:POR'rED BY SAMPLE GINSi 
OKLAHOMA:,; DURING 1956:,; 1957~ AND 1958* 
Location Believed Causes 
Q) :>,. 
1-1 -1,J ,....., :::, bO •l"'I ,....., ,....., r--1 s:: (.) tll 
0 °M s:: •.-1 •Fl -1,J 
l-i ti! "A I,.! 1-1 0 
4-1 -Fl ,µ (I) -1,J 
s:: bO ::: 0 .0 
"R r--1 s:: (.I) •Fl '-1-1 
(\j o,-1 l--1 Q) r--1 k 0 
s:: :< 0 .w Q) ;;;, (ll p.. 
<i.l 00 © @ o,-1 tll :>,. or! ;;j s:: & -1,J Q) s:: o.-1 ..0 s:.:: ll) l-i ,I.I CJ (I) •Ff s:: 
,.c: oFf· 00 r--1 -1,J ] ..c: "O 0 •ei ,.!:<; Q) © l-1 i-'.l Q) 0 ~ ,.!:<; (\j 0 l-i (l) .u 1--1 ,.!G .u s:: (!) < (.) ,µ 0 0 .w "A 0 Q) 4-1 <II <@ 0 0 ~ ..c: E-1 l-i 
~ s 0 
<!) k (.I) :::, Q) .w p., ...c: ~ s:: .u 0 © 11) p::; ~ f%.i ::s 0 A 11) 00 0 ;::! 0 E-t Pot 
Wagon on yard 1 2 = - = - - - - 6 - = 1 - 10 4,4 
Cotton house - 1 = = - = = - - 1 = = - - 2 .9 
Drier 1 = = = = = 1 = = = 1 = 1 - 4 1.8 
Separator 1 - 1 3 1 = = = = = 1 - 1 1 9 4.0 
Overhead cleaners 26 - 7 3 = = 1 = = = = = 8 2 47 20,8 
Burr extractor 4 = 1 1 - 1 = = = - 1 - 7 = 15 6.6 
Convey er 10 = 2 4 - .. 1 - 1 1 - - 4 1 24 10.6 
Gin stands 8 = 3 - 12 = = - .. - 2 3 16 2 46 20.4 
Lint cleaners - - - - 1 - - - = = - 2 1 - 4 1.8 
Condenser 1 = 2 - - - - - = 1 1 1 4 1 11 4.9 
Press box 4 - - 1 2 - 1 - = 2 - - 4 - 14 6.2 
B~le platform or yard = - 1 2 4 .. = - = 2 1 - 8 1 19 8.4 
More than one 3 - 1 1 - - - - = = = .. 2 1 8 3.5 
Other and unknown 3 = 2 1 2 = - - 1 2 - = 2 .. 13 5.6 
TOTAL 62 3 20 16 22 1 4 - 2 15 7 6 59 9 2261'( 
Percent 27.4 1.3 8.8 7.0 9.1 .4 1.8 0 .88 6.6 3.1 2.7 26.1 4.0 
1--' 
'icin some cases fires we·re believed caused by more than one speieific c.au.se~ therefore, the " 
mmiber of believed ca\\llses totals more than the actual number of fires, 
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Matches in the seed cotton caused the largest number of fires, 
Sixty-two fires, or 27.4 percent of all reported causes of fires were 
attributed to matches. Most of the fires caused by matches were first 
noticed in the overhead cleaners and convey1or. Fric.tion in the ri(J,11 box 
was the next most important cause of fires, accountitng fot· 9. 7 percent 
of all causes reported. Most of these fires were fi:rst noticed in the 
gin stands. Rocks in the seed cotton accounted for 8.8 percent and 
metal in seed cott:D>n accounted for 7 .0 percent of the :r.,epo:rteol caus,eB 
of fires. These causes were followed closely by sparks which accounted 
for 6. 6 percent of all causes of :Eires. The fires caused by rocks, metal 
and sparks were first noticed in a wide variety <OJf places, although m:aire 
fires caused by rocks were first no,ticed. in the gin stands than any ,other 
location. 
Fires were noticed first most freilJ!uently in the gin stands and (l)Ver-
head cleaners. About 41 percent of all fires were first noticed in these 
two places combined, each :t'epresenting; a little over 20 percent of the 
reported places of fires. The next most frequent place for a fire t.,i;;) 
be noticed first was in the conveyor where aboiUlt 10 percent of the fires 
were first noticed.. The remaining 50 percent of the fires were first 
noticed in a wide variety of places. In comparis1on to the 26 perccent Df 
the fires which were rep(())rted originating from unkn<own causes~ only alri:,:c1.J1t 
6 percent of the fires were reported to have started in place.s :other than 
those listed in Table VI. 
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The Relatfon of Volume Ginned and. the Incidence of Fires 
Frequency of Fires 
It was expected that as the num.ber of bales gbmed per season in-
5 creasedv the occurrence of fires would also incr®ase. It was also 
expected that the lo)SS from fires would. be related to the voll!.ll,t!M:: ginned 
per season. Table VlJI shows the sample gins class:U1ted by the mmmber o;f 
bales ginned. per season and the assio)ciated fosses friry,m fires. 
!he total bales ginned for the three sea:sa)ns was 255 9 045 bales~ 1;1r 
an average of lv 656 bales per gin per seaMn. Sixty-©ne gins in the 
sample ginned less than 1~000 bales per season~ 47 ginned between 1»000 
and 2,000 bales per season, 28 ginned between 2~000 and 3~000 bales per 
season and 18 ginned over 3,000 bales per season. The highest number of 
bales ginned. in o,ne season by any gin was 1,300. 
Fo,r the three-year perfod» there was an average of 1.37 fires per 
gin per year and the average number of bales ginned per fire was 1,209 
bales. The average mllmber of fires per gin per ye:ar was .87 fires for 
the gins with less than ljOOO bales ginned per season and increased f(l)r 
each increase in vol11.11..me c,lass to an average ©f 3. 22 fires per gin per 
year for the gfos with a volume of 3~000 or more bales ginned per seascOJn. 
The average bales ginnecll per fire was 659 bales for the gins with less 
than 1,000 bales ginned per season and lncrea.sed for each class to an 
average of 1,445 bales per fire for the gins with ,t»ver 3~ 000 bales g:l.:rmed 
per season. These data show that as the number of bales ginned per season 
5The simple correlat:fo,n coefficient (r) betwe,en volume of ginning 
and occurrence of fires was calculated to be .425. This was founcl to be 




INCIDENCE OF FIRES AND FIRE LOSSES BY VOLUME OF GINNING 
CLASSES, SAMPLE GINS» OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Item Less than 
1 000 
Number of gins 61 
Number of fires 53 
Total bales ginned 34i901 
Average bales per gin 572 
Average fires per gin .87 
Average number of 
bales per fire 659 
Number of Ba.les 
1,001- 2,001- Over 
3 000 2 000 3 000 
28 18 
52 48 58 
67, 170 69,169 83,805 
1,429 
Lll L11 3.22 
1,291 1.441 1,445 
B1:llilding and Machinery Loss (dollars) 
Total 92,784.00 50.00 55,240.00 
Average per gin 11 52L05 1.06 1. 972. 85 
Average per fire 1,750.05 0.96 1,150.83 
Average per bale 2.650 .007 .7987 
Cott:on, Gin Time, an.al ExtingudL:s:her Material Used Loss (dollars) 
Total 10,348.26 2,320.05 I+, 708.91 2,779.72 
Average per gin 169.64 49.36 168 .19 154,. 4.3 
.Average per fire 195.26 44.62 98.10 49.64 
Average per bale .295 .0.345 • 02l~7 .0331 
Tot&li.l LJQJS S All S0u1tces (dollars) 
Total 103,132.46 2~370.05 59~948.91 297'19.72 
Average per gin 1,690.69 50.42 2~141.03 154.43 
Average per. fire 1~945.31 45.58 1~ 2.49. 93 49.64 
Average per bale 2.953 .0352 .823~· .033lL 
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increases, the average number of fires per gin increases. But they also 
show that as the volume ginned increases the number of fires per bale 
ginned decreases, although the difference between the two largest classes 
is obviously not significant. 
Losses from Fires 
When losses from fires were calculated for the gins classified by 
volume of ginning, the results formed a fluctuating pattern from which 
few concl\llsions could be drawn (Table VII). One po1ssible reason for 
this may have been that volume was considered for an entire season and 
the losses from fires may have affected the season volume in some 
instances. This is especially true if the result of the loss was damage 
to vital machinery or an entire gin so that the gin had to close down 
for a period of time or for the rest of the season. The rate of ginning 
at the time of the fire may have been sufficiently high that the total 
volume fur the season would have placed the gin in a higher volume class 
in the absence of the fire. 
Two gins in the class that ginned less than 19 000 bales per season 
were completely destroyed by fire in early September. Their ginning 
volume had they operated for the entire season is not known9 but it 
probably would have been much higher had the fire not occurred. The l~ss 
associated with these two fires is so large relative to the total loss 
for all gins that the loss for this volume class is relatively high. 
There was also one gin in the 2,000 to 3,000 bale per season volume 
class which burned after the season had closed. Obviously, there was 
no relation between the volume ginned and the occurrence of this fire. 
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The losses associated with these three fires were mainly losses of 
gin buildings and machinery. Since these three fires cannot be accurately 
associated with the volume ginned~ the data has: been subtotaled. into 
machinery and building foss and cotton loss, gin time loss and extinguish,w 
er material loss. 1rhe sub-total of cotton loss» gin. time loss and ex-
tinguisher material used may be a more meaningful ttM,iasure of the assocda~ 
tfon between volume ginned and losses from £:it.res. 
In addition to total losses from fires for the sample gins classi-
fied by the number of bales ginned per. year, Table vii also shows average 
losses per gin, per fire and per bale ginned, There was no consistent 
relationship between any of these measures of losses from fires and the 
q1U1antity gi.nned as rep:r.esented by the volume classificatfon. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE EFFECT OF FIRE PREVENTIVE DEVICES AND THE AMOUNT OF CLEANING 
AND DRYING EQUIPMENT ON THE INCIDENCE OF FIRES 
This chapter is devoted to an attempt to evahna.te the effects of 
fire preventive devices and the amount of cleaning and drying e~uip-
ment on the incidence of gin fires. First, the data on all fires exper-
ienc.ed by the sample gins are classified and analyzed by the type of fire 
preventive devices and by amount of cleaning and d:rying e~uipment. How-
ever, some fires were reported which neither of the above factors could 
have influenced. For example, some fires were started by sparks getting 
into seed cotton in wagons en the yard and one fire was started in a gin 
after the ginning season was over. Therefore~ the losses from fires which 
could not be associated to the above factors were subtracted from total 
foss and the data were reevaluated for the effect of these factors. 
The Effects of Fire Preventive Devices6 
As pointed out in the previous chapter 9 the sa1mple contained ©nly 
three classes of gins based on fire preventive devices in use: (1) a 
control group of gins with no devices 9 (2) g!.ns with green b,Jll traps 
only9 and (3) gins with magnets and green boll traps in combina.tfon, 
6rhe data shown in the tables in this chapter are sununaries of more 
complete tables presented in Appendix B. The appendix tables present 
detailed data regarding fire experience of the sample gins for the indi-
vidual years and for the three-year period combined with the gins classi= 
f:ied by the amount of cleaning and drying eqiui.pment and fire-preventive 
devices in use. 
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For the three-year period, there were 71 gins in the sample of the 
control group, 71 equipped with green boll traps only, and 12 equipped 
with both magnets and green boll traps (Table VIII). 7 The gins within 
each of these classes reported an average of 1.18, 1.31 and 2.83 fires 
per gin, respectively. However, since the average number of bales 
ginned per gin per year was smallest for those gins with no devices and 
largest for those with both green boll traps and magnets, the average 
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number of bales per fire was approximately the same for each classifica-
tion. 
TABLE VIII 
· INCIDENCE OF FIRES BY FIRE PREVENTI.VE DEVICES, 
SAMPLE GINS, OKLAHOMA, 1956-58 
T:t:ee of Fire Preventive Device 
Item No Green Magnets and 
Device Boll Trap Green Boll Trap 
Number of gins (no.) 71 71 12 
Fires per gin (no.) 1.18 1.31 2.83 
Bales per gin (no.) 1,432 1,668 2,913 
Bales per fire (no.) 1,210 1,273 1,028 
Losses from fires (dollars) 
Loss per gin 851.42 1, 504 • .34 100.17 
Loss per fire 719.64 1, 148.1+7 35.35 
Loss per bale 0.595 0.902 0.034 
Source: Appendix B, Table IV. 
7 
Gin numbers refer to gin years, i.e., a gin in the sample all three 
years is counted as three gins. 
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Losses from Fires 
The average loss per gin, per fire, and per bale ginned for the gins 
in each classification are also shown in Table IX. In each case, the 
loss is highest for the class of gins with green boll traps alone and 
lowest for the class with green boll traps and magnets in combination. 
However, two gins with green boll traps and one gin in the control 
group were destroyed completely by fire. Building and machinery losses 
associated with these three fires accounts for practically all building 
and machinery loss for the entire sample. Moreover, this building and 
machinery loss is a relatively large portion of total fire losses in 
all categories. Table IX shows the loss per gin~ per fire, and per 
bale ginned separated into that part due to damage to buildings and 
machinery and that part due to other damage. 
When machinery and building losses are excluded, losses are still 
lower for those gins having both green boll traps and magnets. However, 
in this case, losses are largest for those gins with no devices rather 
than for gins with green boll traps alone as was the case when machinery 
and building losses were included. 
The Frequency of Fires 
As would be expected from the low average number of fires per gin, 
the fre~uency of fires in sample gins was low. In all three sample 
classes, the majority of the gins had less than two fires per season 
(Table X). The largest number of fires for any gin was eight, 
In gins with green boll traps, 83 percent of the gins reported 
no more than two fires per season. Eighty-seven percent of the gins 
with no devices reported no more than two fires per season and 58 
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percent of the gins with magnets and green boll traps were in this 
category. 
TABLE IX 
LOSSES PER GIN~ PER FIRE AND PER BAL; CLASSIFIED BY FIRE PREVENTIVE 
DEVICES ANDiTYPE OF LOSSjl SAJY'.IPLE GIN:SJ) OKLAHOMA, 1956°1958 
Type of Fire Preventive Device 
Item No Green M~gnet and 
Device Boll Trap Green Boll Trap 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Loss per gin 851.42 l,504.3L~ 100. 17 
JBl1..1lildings and machinery 704 • .39 1~380.53 !~. 17 
a 
147.03 123.81 96.00 Other 
Loss per fire 719.64 1,148.47 35.35 
Buildings and machinery 595.37 lj053.94 1.47 
Other a 124.27 94.53 33.88 
Loss per bale 0.595 0.902 0.034 
B1..1lildings and machinery 0.492 0.828 0.001 
Other 
a 
0 .103 0.074 0.033 
a. Includes loss of cotton, gin down time and fire extinguisher 
material used. 
Source: Appendix I, Table IV. 
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TABLE X 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF FIRES BY TYPES OF FIRE PREVENTIVE 
DEVICESi SAMPLE GINS, OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Number of Fires 
0 1 & 2 3 & l~ 5 & 6 7 & 8 
Green boll No. of gins 25 34 11 1 0 
traps 
% of gins 35 Li-8 15 1 0 
Magnets & No. of gins 1 6 3 1 1 
green boll 
traps % of gins 8 50 25 8 8 
No device No. of gins 35 27 3 5 1 
% of gins 49 38 4 7 1 
The Probable Cause and Location of Fires 
Matches were the major cause of fires (29 percent) in gins with 
no fire preventive devices (Table XI), followed closely by unknown 
causes (24 percent). Matches also caused 29 percent of the fires in 
gins with green boll trapsll but unknown causes accou.mted for 33 percent 
of the fires in this classification (Table XII). In gins with both green 
boll traps and magnets, matches and friction in the roll box each caused 
a.bout 19 percent of the fires (Table XIII). Most of the fires in gins 
with no devices and in those with green b,oll traps occurred in the ove.r·· 
head cleaners and gin stands. In gins with both devices the location of 
the fires was more evenly distributed, although 12.5 percent of the fires 
occurred in both the burr extractor and gin stands and 12.5 percent 
occurred from unknown causes. 
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"'nD .i.,i:. A.L 
THE PLACE OF OCCURRENCE AND PROBABLE CAUSE OF FIRES REPORTED BY 71 SAMPLE GINS WITH NO 
FIRE DEVICES DURING 1956, 1957, AND 1958 
Believed Causes 
I m 
i:: bO 0 .0 
Location -Fl .-I i:: QJ -Fl 4-1 X l\1 •Ff $.t w .-I $.,t 0 
i:: 0 0 QJ .u QJ ::,. QJ:.,,.. Cl. I'll. bl) 0 .0 ..., $.,t l\1 ..-1 •Ff bO .u ::, i:: ~ .u QJ s::: •Ff i:: ::I QJ $.,t .u s::: C) o,-1 I'll o,-1 s::: .-I 
,.d ..., I'll .-I .u .-I <II .-I ,.d 'O 0..., op{ 0 ..!Iii QJ 0 $.,t .-I QJ l\1 
0 ..!Iii ..!Iii l\1 0 .-I ,.d .Ff $.,t w $.,t .u o,-1 $.,t ..!Iii .u ] QJ ffl 0 .u .u 0 0 .u .... 0 0 l\1 w i:: 4-1 .... l\1 $.,t ffl 0 0 ,.d .u $.,t 0 
~ Js 0 QJ $.,t -~ QJ 4-1 ::,. .Ff QJ 3: .u .u Cl. ,.d s::: i:: .u 0 QJ .u p:; ~ lz.t i!! 0 A ti.I ti.I 0 ~ ~- 0 E-1 p.. 
Wagon or Trailer 
on yard 1 2 - - - - .. - - 2 - - 1 - 6 6 
Cotton house 
Drier 1 - - = - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 3 3 
Separator - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 2 2 
Overhead cleaners 11 - 4 3 - - 1 - - - - - 2 2- 23 24 
Burr extractor 1 - 1 1 = - = - - - - - 3 - 6 6 
Convey er 3 - 1 - - - 1 - 1 - - - 2 1 9 9 
Gin stands 1 - 2 1 5 = .. - - - 1 - 8 - 18 19 
Lint cleaners - - - = - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 1 
Condenser 1 = 2 = - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 5 5 
Press box 3 - = - - - .. - - 1 - - - - 4 4 
Bale platform - - - 2 - - - - - 1 - .. 2 - 5 5 
More than one 3 - - 1 - - - = - - 1 - 2 1 8 8 
Other and unknown 3 - 2 - - - = - ~ 1 - = 1 - 7 7 
Total 28 2 12 9 5 - 3 - 1 5 3 1 23 5 97 
Percent 29 2 13 9 5 - 3 - 1 5 3 1 24 5 
In some cases fires were believed caused by more than one specific ~aus~j therefore, the number 




THE PI.ACE OF OCCURRENCE AND PROBABLE CAUSE OF FIRES REPORTED BY 71 SAMPLE GINS WITH GREEN 
BOLL TRAPS DURING 1956, 1957, AND 1958 
Believed Causes 
I Cll 
,::: bO (J ,0 
o,-4 ,-j ,::: Q) .... 4-l 
~ "' •rl M Q) ,-j $.! 0 i:: 0 0 Q) .u Q) :> (!) ::,., 0. Cll bl) 0 ,0 of"I k "' •Fl .... bO .u ;j i:: ~ .u Q) i::: "A . i:: ::, QJ M .u i:: (JoFI Cll •rl r::: ,-j ..c: •Fl Cll ,-j .u ,-j 
"' ,-j 
..c: 'C CJ •.-1 •rl 0 ~ Q) 0 k ,-j Q) (lj 
(J ~ ~ "' (J ,-j ..c: •rl k (!) k .u "A M ~ .u ] Q) <It (.) .u .u ~ (.) .u .... 0 (J <It Q) r::: 4-l ..., ~ 1,-i t\'! 0 0 ..c: .u k 0 ! 0 (!) k k Q) 4-l :> ,,-j Q) ~ . .l,J .u 0. ..c: ~ r::: .u 0 Q) .u Cf.I ,:x: ,:: fz.t ,:: 0 A Cf.I ti) 0 ;:) 0 ~ p., 
Wagon or trailer on 
yard 
Cotton house - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 2 2 
Drier - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 1 
Separator 1 - 1 2 - - - - - - 1 - 1 - 6 6 
Overhead cleaner 13 - 2 - - - .. - - - = - 6 2 23 24 
Burr extractor 1 - - .. - 1 - - .. - 1 - 3 - 6 6 
Convey er 6 - - - - - - - .. 1 - - 1 1 9 9 
Gin stands 6 - 1 2 7 - - - - - 1 1 8 - 26 27 
Lint cleaners .. - = .. - - - .. - - - 1 , - 2 2 ... 
Condenser = - .. - = - .. - - = - 1 3 - 4 4 
Press box 1 - - 1 1 - - - - 1 - - 3 - 7 7 
Bale platform or 
yard - - 1 - 2 - - - - = - = 6 1 10 10 
More than one 
Other and unknown - - - - 1 - - - .. 1 - = - - 2 2 
Total 28 1 5 5 11 1 - - - q. 4 3 32 4 98 
Percent 29 1 5 5 11 1 - - - 4 4 3 33 4 
In some cases fire were believed caused by more than one specific cause 1 therefore, the number 




THE PLACE OF OCCURRENCE AND PROBABLE CAUSE OF FIRES REPORTED BY 12 SAMPLE GINS WITH GREEN 
BOLL TRAPS AND MAGNETS DURING 1956, 1957, AND 1958 
Believed C.ituses 
Location I co i::: 00 0 .a 
'A ,-I s:: QJ .,., \!-I 
:< ~ <U •.-1 <U 
,-I 1-1 0 
s::: 0 .µ :> <U >, p.. 
co on 0 ,Q •.-1 1-1 t1l .,., 00 .µ ;j s:: ~ 
.µ 
QJ f:l .,., i::: ::J QJ .µ i::: 0.,., co .,., i::: r-1 .c: •,-f {I) ,-I .µ ,-I t1l ,-J .c: () .,-1 •Fi () ~ Q) 0 "" 
,-I QJ t1l 
0 ~ ~ t1l () r-1 .c: .,., 1-1 (!) 1-1 .µ .,., 1-1 ~ .w i::: (lj t1l () .µ 
,IJ 0 0 ,IJ •Fl 0 (.) t1l C)J 4-1 •.-f <IS 1-1 t1l 0 Q ~ .c: .µ 1-1 0 
~ J5 0 <U 1-1 1-1 Q) 4-l :> QJ ::: 
.µ .µ p.. ..c: 
~· 
i::: .µ 0 QJ .µ 
p:; ::E: ~ ~ 0 A ti) Cl) c.:> ~ 0 E-1 p., 
Wagon or trailer on 
yard - - - - - - - - - 4 - - - - 4 12.5 
Cotton house 
Drier· 
Separator = - - - 1 - - .. - = - - - - 1 3.1 
Overhead cleaners 2 - 1 = = - - - - = - - - = 3 9.3 
Burr extractor 2 - - = - 1 - - = = - - - 1 4 12.5 
Convey er 1 - 1 - = - - - - - - - - 1 3 9.3 
Gin stands 1 = - 1 - - - - - - - 2 - - 4 12.5 
Lint cleaners - - - = 1 - - - - - - = - - 1 3.1 
Condenser - = = - - - - - - 1 = = - - 1 3.1 
Press box - = - - 1 = 1 - - 1 - = - 1 3 9.3 
Bale platform = = = - 2 = - - - 1 - - - - 3 9.3 
More than one = - 1 - - - - - - - = - - - 1 3.1 
Other and unknown - = = 1 1 - - - 1 - - = 1 - 4 12.5 
Total 6 - 3 2 6 1 1 - 1 6 - 2 1 3 32 
Percent 18.8 9.3 6.3 18.3 3 3.1 - 3.1 18.8 - 6.3 3.1 9.3 
In some cases fires were believed caused by mor~ than one specific ca@se~ therefore~ the number 




Rocks and metal caused ten fires in gins with green boll traps 
and five fires in gins with both green boll traps and magnets. Since 
the devices were designed to eliminate these causes, it is evident 
that they were not fully effective in doing so. Apparently, however~ 
they were partially effective. The gins with no devices rep©rted 21 
fires caused by metal and rocks. On a percentage basis 9 rocks and 
metal caused 22 percent of the fires in gins with no devicesj 10 per-
cent in gins with green boll traps, and about 16 percent in gins with 
both devices. When the two groups of gins with devices are combinedi 
rocks and metal caused only 11.5 percent of all fires in the combined 
group. 
However, there was little difference in the percentage of fires 
caused by metal in the gins with only green boll traps (five percent) 
and in those gins_ with magnets in addition to green boll traps (six 
percent). Metal caused nine percent of the fires in gins with no 
devices. This seems to indicate that green boll traps were about as 
effective in removing metal from seed cotton in the sample gins as 
were magnets, that most of the metal that causes gin fires is heavy 
enough to be eliminated by boll traps» or there were few piece.s of 
m.etal in the cotton ginned by sample gins. 
Thirty-one8 fires were caused by friction in the roll box~ choke= 
ups~ and knots in ribs. While the exact cause of these events is not 
known, it is known that green bolls contribute indirectly to these 
causes of fires. However~ gins with no devices for removing green bolls 
8rables XI, XII and XU.JC show that 35 fires were beli.eved caused by 
friction in the roll box, choke ups and knots in ribs. However, in four 
instances, fires were reported to be caused by combinations of these 
-causes, so the actual number of fires was 31. 
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reported a smaller percentage of fires resulting from these three causes 
combined (nine percent) than did those gins with devices. Gins e~uipped 
w:i.th green boll traps only reported 18 percent of all fires caused by 
these three factors and gins with both green boll traps and magnets in 
combination reported 25 percent of all fires caused by the three factors 
combined (Tables XI, XII and XIII) • 
Since magnets are not designed to re11wc;,ve green bolls» the data fen: 
the two groups with green boll traps were combined, When this was done~ 
the three causes combined. still accounted for 20 percent !Qlf all fires i,n 
those gins with green boll traps. 
Loss from Fires Associated with Causes which F:ire Preventive Dev:i.ces 
Were Designed to Eliminate 
The fire preventi ·ve devices used in the sa1mpile gins were not over-
all preventive devices and many fires occurred for which these devices 
had no influence or control. The devices were designed to remove foreign 
matter such as rock, metal and green bolls from the seed cotton. 
There were 36 fires reported by the sample gins which were believed 
started by rocks and metal--a cause which the devices should control. 
Thirty-one additional f:i.res were believed caused by friction in the roll 
boxj choke ups and knl!))tS in ribs. Green bolls c.oVJlld. ind:l..rectly contr:U:i= 
ute to these causes. It is evident therefore that 67 fires were believed 
started by factors the fire preventive devices we,t.'e designed to directly 
or indirectly control. 
Twenty-nine of these fires were in gins with green boll traps (Table 
XIV). Twelve were in gins with magnets and green b\C'lll traps and 26 were 
in gins with no devices. When the data for these ca:uises were su!l!!1inarized., 
one gin, with no devices was a total loss. The losses in the other 
fires were small. Therefore the loss per gin, loss per fire and loss 
per bale ginned were much lower in the classes with fire preventive 
devices. 
TABLE XIV 
LOSSES FROM FIRES BY TYPE OF FIRE PREVENTIVE DEVICES FOR FIRES 
STARTED BY CAUSES THE DEVICES WERE DESIGNED TO ELIMINATE~ 
$.AMPLE GINS~ OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Type of Fire Preventive Device 
No Green Magnet and 
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Item Device Boll Trap Green Boll Trap 
Number of gins 
Number of fires 
Number of bales 
ginned 







l~O, 000 ,00 
10,000.00 
929.30 




Average loss per gin 
Average loss per fire 



























The Effect of Equipment on Fire and Fir:e Losses 
One of the factors expeicted to affect the occurrence of fires and 
losses from these fires was the amount of e~uipment. Although the 
effect of other factors cannot be completely separated from the effect 
of e~uipment, the data are analyzed by e~uipment classification in this 
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section. Since there were no simply eiquipped gins i.n Oklahoma., the 
only two groups in the study were gins with moderate equipment and 
elaborate equipment. 
There were 62 moderately e~uipped gins and 92 elaborately e~uip-
ped gins in the sample (Table XV). The moderate gins reported 69 fires 
for an average of 1.11 fires per gin. The elaborately equipped gins 
reported 142 fires for an average of 1.52 fires per gin. 
Thirty-three moderately eqiuipped gins (47 percent) dudng 1956~ 
1957 or 1958 went th:rough a complete season without a single gin fire. 
Thirty-one elaborately e~uipped gins (34 percent) ginned a full season 
without experiencing a fire. 
TABLE XV 
INCIDENCE OF FIRES IN SAMPLE GINS CLASSIFIED BY THE AMOUNT OF 
CLEANING AND DRYING EQUIPJMEN'I\ OKLAHOMA, 1956=1958 
Amount of Eiotuipment 
Item Moderate Elaborate. 
Number of gins 62 92 
Nmnber of fires 69 142 
Fires per gin 1.11 L52 
Gins having fires 33 61 
Bales per gin 19 056 29051 
Bales per fire 949 19335 
Thus 9 the elaborately equipped gins had a higher average number 
of fires per year per gin than did the moderately e«Jtimipped gins and 
also had a higher percentage of gins having at least one fire during 
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a ginning season. However, they also ginned a larger number of bales 
per year (2,051) than did the moderately equipped gins (1,056). As 
a resultj) the average number of bales ginned per fire was greater from 
the elaborate gins (1,335) than for the moderate gins (949). 
Losses from Fires 
The average loss per g::i.:.rn pe1c year was greater for the elaborately 
e((J!uipped gins ($1,178.61) than for the moderately e@Juipped gins ($968.19). 
Howeverj) the loss per f:.i.re and the loss per bale was greater: for the 
moderate e«:Jtuipped gins (Table XVI). For the moderately e<1J[\Ulipped and. 
elaborately e~uipped gins, respectively, the average loss per fire was 
$869.98 and $763.55, and the average loss per bale ginned per year was 
$0.92 and $0.57. In every case buildings and machinery accounted for a 
preponderant share 1/J!f total losses. 
TAJBLE XVI 
LOSSES FROM FIRES IN SAMPLE GINS CLASSIFIED BY AMOUNT OF 
CLEANING AND DRYING EQUIPMENTv OKIAHOMA, 1956=1958 
Item 
Losses per gin 
Building and machinery 
Othera 
Loss per fire 
Building and machinery 
Other2 
Loss per bale 
Buildings and machinery 
Othrera 





















alncludes loss of cotton~ gin down time, and fire extinguishe~ 
material used. 
S0urc1e: Appendix B, Table IV. 
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Howeveri, there were some fires reported which were not associated 
with the amount of ecqiuipment in the gin. These fires could not be at-
tributed to the presence of any equipment. Fires which were considered 
in this category were fires started by spa~ks from the burr burners fires 
in the cotton house~ seed cotton fires in wagons ~n the yard 9 and fire 
in the gin after the season closed. Thirteen fires resulted from these 
causes combined with a total foss of $52i,565.82. This foss was sub-
tracted from the total foss to give the loss from fires which might be 
expected to be related to the amol'!.mt ,of equipment (T,:able XVII), When 
this adjustment was made, the difference in per fire and per bale losses 
between the two groups was even greater. Moreover, moderately eqiuipped 
gins now show a greater loss per gin than do elaborately e~uipped gins. 
TABLE XVII 
LOSSES FROM FIRES FOR WRICH EQUIPMENT COUI.D HAVE HAD AN EFFECT 









Gin time loss 
E::-,tinguisher material used 
Total 
Average loss per gin 
Average loss per fire 
Average loss per bale 


























INSURANCE PAID AND CLAIMS COLLECTED FOR SAMPLE GINS 
Insurance expense is an important item in the cost of operation for 
Oklahoma cotton gins. Ins1.llrance was used by all but fout' of the sample 
gins in the survey as the method of shifting the risk of loss frrnm fire. 
These four gins were owned by a large cotton oil company. This company 
owned several gins and chose to ass1Ll\rne the :risk <Oif l©ss from fires. 
Several of the gin operators, including some who were single gin 
owners, did not carry insurance on the seed or baled cotton on yard. In 
most of these cases, the cotton was removed from the yard as soon as 
possible after ginning. The amo1.llnt of cotton on the yard at any one time 
was small enough for the operator to assume the risk of loss. 
Building and Machinery Insurance 
Determination of Rates 
!he premium on the insurance coverage for eac.h gin is a function of 
the amount of coverage and ins1Ll\rance rate. There are many considerations 
which deter.mine the rate. The pril!l!l1.ary one is the type of building con-
struction. For ins1Ll\rance purposes, cotton gins a:ris classified as com-
bustible or noncombustible. Combustible buildings include those with 
wood frame construction. Noncombustible buildings include those with 
all-metal or masonry construction. 
The insurance rate for an individual gin is determined by an in= 
Spector for the insurance company. He uses a set of rates which is 
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established by the insurance company, or a rating bureau to which the 
9 company subscribes. These are approved by the Oklahoma Insurance Com-
mission and are filed with the Commission. Starting with the base rate 
for the type of building constructionj the rate is adjusted for the 
individual gin. Credit is made for equipment~ construction, or w~nage= 
ment practices which would decrease the chance of occurrence of fires 
and fire losses. Charges are made for any e~uipment, construction or 
management practices which would increase the chance of fire and fire 
loss. The final rate obtained would be applicable only to the gin in= 
spected and would probably be different for any two gins. 
The Oklahoma Rating Bureau, which establishes the rates used by 
many companies in the state, is owned by the companies which subscribe 
to its services. Stock er mutual companies who subscribe are subject 
to the regulations and rates which are established by the bureau and 
filed with the Oklahoma Insurance Commission. Insurance companies may 
operate in the state without subscribing to the services of the Bureau. 
These companies must establish and file their rates individually with 
the Insurance ColllMilission. 
Insurance Coverage of Sample Gins 
For the three~year period there. were 142 gins which rep,orted in= 
surance coverage on buildings and machinery. Sixty of these gins w~re 
classifi'l:ed as noncombustible. Eighty =two of the gins 'vllere classified 
as combustible. The percent of the value of the buildings and wBchinery 
9 The set of rates established and used by the Oklahoma Inspection 
Bureau~ Oklahoma City, Oklahoma is shown in Appendb: C. 
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that was covered by insurance ranged from 30 percent to 100 percent. 
The distribution of the percent of coverage is shown in Table XVIII, 
TABLE XVIII 
NUMBER OF GINS BY PERCENT OF VALUE COVERED BY INSURANCE AND TYPE OF 
CONSTRUCTION~ 142 SAMPLE GINS~ OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Type of Percent of Value Insured Total 
Construction 20 t!Ci 40 40 to 60 60 to 80 80 to 100 Amount 
Combustible 6 5 26 45 82 
Noncombust:fble 3 0 21 36 60 
Total Gins 9 5 47 81 142 
The average percent of the value which was covered. by insurance was 
approximately the same for combustible gins (79 peircent) and non-combu:s:= 
tible gins (78 perc.ent). However, the average value of noncombustible 
gins was $108,842 while the average value of the com.bustible gins was 
only $60,678 (Table XX). Conse«Jtuently, the average amo1.mt of coverage 
was much higher for noncombustible gins. 
The average insurance coverage for combustible gins was $47,962 
while the average ins~rance coverage for non-combustible gins was $85,144. 
Insurance Rates 
The average rate per year for the three-year period for non-com-
bustible gins was $1.184 per $100 valuation (Table XIX). The average 
rate for combustible gins was $3.329 per $100 valuation, This average 
rate includes both the fire rate and the rate for the extended cover-






AVERAGE INSURANCE RATES FOR BUII.DING AND MACHINERY BY TYPE OF 
CONSTRUCTION FOR SAMPLE GINS~ OKLAHOMA, 1956, 1957, 1958 
Type of Construction 
Combustible Non-combustible 




3-Year Average 3.329 1.184 
The decline in the average rate each year was probably due to the 
closing of the more dilapidated gins which would carry a higher risk 
of loss and a higher rate. Several of the gins were remodeled and 
newer all-metal eqp.dpl!l~remt was added. This would! also tend to 110,wer the 
rate applicable t~ the gin. 
A separate an~lysis of the fire rate and exte~ded coverage rate 
was impossible for tWIOl reasons. The data in the survey were se.pa:rated 
into fire. and extended coverage rates only for the 1956 season. Also 
the primary owner of stock in a mutual insuran~e company. this ins:ur= 
ance company wrote the insurance for all IC!)f the gins: owned by the c:cm= 
pany. The rates used and quoted included both the. fire and exte.nclecl 
coverage rate. The individual gins did not have the rates separated. 
The premium rates for noncombustible gins ranged from $.85 to $1.67. 
The :rates for combustible gins ranged from $1. 32 tc, $6, 05 (Table XX.I). 
The rates for noncombustible gins were very closely grouped together. 
The large majority of the rates in the group between $1.00 and $1.50 
were below $1.15. 
TABLE XX 
THE AVERAGE VALUE~ AVERAGE INSURANCE COVERAGE 9 AND COVERAGE AS A 
PERCENT OF VALUE FOR SAMPIE GINS BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION; 
OKLAHOMA» 19569 1957 9 1958 
Type of Construction 
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Average 
Per Year Comb~stible Non=combustible 
1956 
Average gin value 
Average insurance coverage 
Percent of value insured 
1957 
Average gin value 
Average insurance coverage 
Percent of value insured 
1958 
Average gin value 
Average insurance coverage 
Percent of value insured 
Thre~-year Average 
Average gin value 
Average insurance coverage 




















The reasons for the wide range in rates for combustible gins were 
hard to determine. The lower rates were explained by the presence of 
a sprinkler system in the gin. The highest rate was explained by the 
presence of highly combustible auxiliary buildings nearby and highly 
combustible businesses in the vicinity. Some of th~ other variations 
were probably for the same reasons or similar reas©ns not explained 
in the survey. 
TAJELE XXI 
NUMBER OF GINS BY INSURANCE RATE AND TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION FOR 
SAMPLE GINS, OKLAHOMA, 1956-1958 
Insurance Rate 
Type of Less 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 
4,2 
Construction than to to to to to to to to Over 
1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.00 
(Dollars per $100 Valuation) 
Non= 
Combustible 27 26 7 
Combustible 3 4 2 19 33 6 5 6 3 
Premiums Paid and Claims Collected 
The 142 insured gins paid a total premium of $100,957.27 (Table 
XXII). This was an average of $710.97 per gin. Claims collected by 
these gins totaled $.81s 140.35 for an average of $575.64 per gin. Hence, 
80.9 percent of t~tal premiums was collected as claims. 
The 82 gins with combustible buildings collected approximately 98 
percent of the total claims collected. ln two of the three years~ these 
gins collected claims in excess of the premiums paid. For the three= 
year period the CIOlmbus:tible gins collected claims foJr losses e«l(uivalent 
TABLE xxn 
PREMIUMS PAID AND CLAIMS COLLECTED; BUILDING AND MACHINERY 
INSURANCEj 142 SAMPLE GINS~ OKLAHOMA, 1956=1957 
Type of Construction Year and 
Item· Combustible Non= Total 
1956 
Number of gins 37 
Total premiums paid ($) 24j508.58 
Total claims collected($) 36,264.00 
Average premium per gin($) 662.39 
Average claim per gin($) 980 .11 
Percent of premium collected 
as claims 148 
1957 
Number of gins 26 
Total premiums paid($) 20,034.25 
Total claims collected($) 43,656.35 
Average premium per gin($) 770.55 
Average claim per gin($) 1,679.09 
Percent of premiums collected 
as claims 218 
1958 
Numniber of gins 






Total claims collected ($) 
Average premium per gin($) 




Number of gins 
Premiums paid($) 
Claims collected ($) 
Average premium($) 
Average claim ($) 




























































to 139 percent of the premiums paid. During this period noncombustible 
gins collected claims for losses which were only 4.2 percent of the pre• 
m.iums paid. 
The large amount of claims collected by com~~stible gins was due 
to the three fires in which the buildings and irna.chin~ry were a total 
loss. The only loss in noncombustible gins was partial da-m.age to one 
dryer. 
Bale Yard Insurance 
Cotton products insurance is carried by gins to cover the risk of 
loss to cotton in and around the gin. It is usually carried only f~r 
the period of the ginning season. It is increased or decreased during 
the season according to the value of the cotton and products at the 
gin. 
There were tWiO basic types of insurance used by the sample gins. 
With one type9 the cotton was insured for a value at least as mUi!ch as 
the cash value of the cotton. The rate for this type of insurance was 
a minimum of $3.75 per $100 valuation as established by the OklahQlll.112 
Rating Bureau. However, if the rate for the insurance on the gin 
builclling and machinery exceeded this minimum rate~ then the bu:Uding 
rate applies also to the products. 
The other type of insurance has a flat rate per bale ginned. This 
rate ranged from. 12 cents per bale to 25 cents per bale. A report of 
the number of bales ginned each day was made to the company. The 
insurance covered only the value of these bales. 
Bale Yard Premiums and Claims 
Bale yard insurance was carried by 129 of the 154 gins in the 
survey. These gins paid a total of $21~635.84 in premiums for this 
insurance (Table XXIII). This was an average iQJf $167.12 per gin. 
These gins collected claims which totaled $9 9 865.59. This was an 
average of $76.48 per gin. The total cl.aims ~iDlle(;ted were 45.6 
percent of the total premi\!Jlms paid\ for this typre iIITIS\'Jlrance. 
TABLE xx:n:n 
PREMIUMS PAID AND CLAIMS COLLECTED; BALE YARD lNSU~ANCE, 129 
SAMPLE GINS~ OKLA.HOMA~ 19.56-1958 
Number Average Average Claim as 
45 
Year of gins Premi1mms CLdms Premium Claim Percent of 
JPremiu1m. 
1956 52 $5,734.54 $39845.37 $110. 28 $73.95 61.0 
1957 40 69359.29 2s475.89 158.98 61.90 38.9 
1958 37 9~ 542.01 39544.33 257.89 95.79 37.l 
TOTAL 129 $2li635.84 ,f9~ 865. 59 $167.72 $76.48 45.6 
The bale yard premi~m for individual gins wo@ld be based priltl1Jarily 
on the volume of ginning. The in~:rease in average p,remrdum per gin in 
1957 and 1958 is a result of the increase in vohnme ginned per gin as 
was pointed out in Ch~pter Il. 
Gin Processing Loss 
None of the gins in the survey carried any insurance on cotton 
while it was actually being processed thro~gh the gin machinery. Any 
loss of cotton from fires in the gin machinery was paid for by the gin 
owners. The relatively small amount of cotton which would be in any 
one piece of machinery at the time of a fire !Jl1ade it feasible for the 
01wner to assume this risk. 
The sample gins paid claims of about $4,600 :fi<:Pr gin processing 
losses for the three yeairs (Table XXIV). Only Jl~ 0f the gins (or 22 
pa.yrillents. Most of these fosses were small aver.aging $134 per gin and 
ranging from $6.00 to $700.00 per gin. 
Data 
Number of gins 
having loss 
Total loss 
Loss per gin 
TABLE XXIV 
GIN PROCESSING LOSSES PAID BY GIN OWNERS; 
SAMPLE GINS, OKLAHOMA~ 1956-1958 
Year 
1956 1957 1958 
17 13 4 
2~031.98 1~760.27 716.54 






Range $9.00-700.00 $6.00-400.00 $10 .00-400 .oo $6.00-701().00 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The stu.dy underlying this the.sis is a. part of a regional marketing 
study. The major objective of the regiiQlnalL study was to seek the answer 
to the following qu.esti.on: Do :EJLre. pr:eve!'.l'.tive devices such. as magnets 
and green boll traps redUice the fre.quency OJf Qi:r loss,es ft·om fixes i.n 
study was confined to the fourteen sotJithwest Oklahoma cou.nti.es. 
The.re were. 59 sample gins in 19 56 y 51 rs amp le gfos in. 19 5'1 and 44, 
sample gins in 1958. The.refore the fi.ndin.gs biclLuded in th:Ls the.sis a-re 
based on g:l.n experi.ence equivalent to, 154 gb1 yea:rs. Over the three year 
period~ the sample gins rep,01cted a tota]. oif 255»045 bales of cottc1n ginned,9 
for· an average of 1,656 bales per gin per season. They also :re.ported a 
tcitall of 211 fires with a totalL estimated foss of $168,455. This was an 
average loss of $1JJ094 per gin per year.9 $798.31 per fire.i and $.66 pe.:r 
bale ginned. 
Only 41 of the 211 fires caused a loss of more than $100 each. Three 
of the fires caused a. total loss of the gin plant and cotton on the bale 
yard. In respect to the total estimated foss reported» the loss of 
$125»524 in machinery was the largest si.ngle item of loss. 
The average number of fires per gin wa,s JL.37. Eighty~three percent 
of the gins reported no more than two fires per season. One gin reported 
seven fires for one season and one gin reported eight fires in cine sea:s:o:n. 
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and the largest average loss per bale ginned. The average loss per bale 
ginned was approximately the same for the two classes of gins with fire 
preventive devices. 
The data for the two classes of cleaning and drying equipment showed 
that the elaborately equipped gins had a higher average number of fires 
per gin, but they also ginned a higher average number of bales per gin 
and per fire. The average loss per gin was higher for the elaborately 
equipped gins, but the moderately equipped gins had a higher average loss 
per fire and a higher average loss per bale ginned. 
All but twelve of the. sample gins carried insurance on the gin 
buildings and machinery.· For insurance purposes, the gins were classi~ 
-
fied as combustible or non•combustible. The combustible gins had an 
average value of $60,678 and an average insurance coverage of $47,962. 
The non-combustible gins had an average value of $108,842 and an average 
insurance coverage of $85,144. The average insurance rate for combust-
ible gins was $3,329 per $100 insurance coverage and the average rate for 
non-combustible gins was $1.184 per $100 insurance coverage. 
"The combustible gins paid a total of $57,239.23 in premiums •. They 
collected a total of $79,920.35 in claims. The average premium was 
$698.04 per gin and the average claims collected was $974.64 per gin. 
The claims collected by combustible gins were 139.6 percent of the premiums 
paid by these gins. 
The non-combustible gins paid a total of $43,718 as premiums. They 
collected a tot~l of $1,820 as claims. The average premium paid was 
$728.26 per gin and the average claim collected was $30.33 per g:l.n. The 
claims collected by non-combustible gins were only 4.2 percent of the 
premiums paid by these gins. 
Bale yard insurance was carried by 129 of the· sample gins. They 
paid an average premium of $167. 72 per gin and collected an average of 
$76.48 as claims. The claims collected for bale yard losses were 45 
percent of the premiums paid for this type of insurance. 
The small size of the sample, the limited ·number of fire preventive 
device and equipment classifications present in Oklahoma, and the short 
period of time covered by the study, makes it necessary to use caution 
in applying the findings or in making inferences from this study. This 
is true particularly in trying to evaluate the influence of fire preven-
50 
tive devices and amount of cleaning and drying equipment on the frequency 
of fires and the losses from fires. However, these short comings of this 
individual study should be overcome when the Oklahoma data are combined 
with those from other states in the regional analysis. 
The Oklahoma study ~ill be useful in helping gin owners to realize 
"·'.'':-· 
the major causes and locations of cotton gin fires. It will also poi~t 
_out the large fire losses incurred by cotton gins and the risk they face 
from fires. This knowledge may serve as an incentive to gin operators to 
eliminate some of the causes of fires and to reduce the fire losses. 
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COTTON GIN FIRE REPORT 
To be Mailed After Each Fire and At End of Each Week 
Date Time of Day Bale No. at ti~e of fire 
Weather Cott<Cm Harvested. by 
Hand // Machine /--/ Clear /-=; Rainy /--, 
FIRST FIRE NOTICED: 
Seed Cotton in Field ot' transit 











Bale Platform or Y,:!!.rd 
(Does not include fire packs) 
Other 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 





Friction in Roll Box 
Mechanical F~il~re 












Ginning. time. (Hrs. 01c M:tn.) Cost of CO 2 £<0;'.if this fire 
No.· in Gin Crew Average Hourly Wage 
APPENDIX B - TABLE I . . . . . ' 
SUMMARY OF GINNING,AND FIRE .EXPERIENCE CLASSIFIED BY TYPES OF EQUIPMENT .AND_ FIRE. PREVENTM DEVICES, SAMPLE GINS; OKLAHOMA 1956 
Number_ of :Gins 
Volume of Ginning_ . 
·Total Bales ·.Ginned· 
Number of ·Bales ·per -Gin 
"Fire ixperience 
Total Number of Fi-res 
-Bllles Ginned-•per 'Fire 
Number of_ Fires per- Gin 
Number- of Gi,ns Bning -Fires 
Loss fr;.. Fires by -all Gins 
· · - Machinery Loss 
Building Loss _. 
Cotton Losa_ 
Gin Time Lo·ss 
Extingui-aher Material Used 
Total Loss from Fires 
Loss from Fires per Gi-n 
Macbinery Loss 
Building Loss 
Cotton Loss . 
Gin Time Los& 
Extinguisher Material Used 
Total Losa from. Fire_s 
Loss from Fires per Fire 
Machinery Loss · 
Building Loss 
Cotton Loss. 
Gin· Time Loss 
Extinguisher Materi.ai Used 
Total Loss from Fires 




Gin Time Loss · 
Extingu:!-sher Material Used 
Total Loss . from Fires 
Mode~ate'Eguipment~· Elaborage Eguipmerit· All Equipment 
Green. . ' Green Gr~en Boll . . , Gr~en ·Green Boll · . 
Boll - -No --·:, ,... Boll - Traps and No .- Boll Traps- an_d No 
















































































- -. : ·-· .· ----- ... :· · -- : __ .:_ ·. _.· . - · ::· --· .,. _.:" - . ·---.... ·.· -- ·-. · ...... -- -·. ·-ci~Ollars .. - ··-··; .. · ~- -.. __ .-·: · - : .. -- ... · · __ · .. , - .= . · .... . •/ · -- - :: ------ ...... : ............. · . -· ·. 
264.oo -- .264.00 40,040.00 · · sli.oo 10.00 40,100.00 4Q-,304.00 so.oo 10.00 · 40,364.oo 
























·16.50 _ 130.20 
83.09 176. 76 
532.59 1,296.96 
-- .10.15 -- -














1,869.00 180.00 720~00 2,_769.00 2.,222.00 180.00 l:,093.00 3,495.00 
194.87 80.36 93;38 368.61 248.57 80.36 169.88- 498.81 
108.08 65.00 141.26 314.34 201. 75 65.00 224.35 491.10 
44;761.95 375.36. 964.64 46,101.95 45,526.32 375.36 1,497.23 _.: 47,398.91 
2_,860.00 12.so 0.67 1,215.15 1,612.16 12.50 0.33 684;14 
182.14 -- -- 77..27 102;00 -- -- 43.22 
133.50 45.00 48.00 83.91 88.88 45.00 36.43 59.24 
13.92 20.09 · 6.22 11.17 9.94 20.09 5.66 8.45 
7. 72 16.25 9.42 9.53 8.07 16.25 7.48 8.32 
3,197.28 93.84 -64.31 1;397.03 1,821.05 93;84 49.90 803.'37 
2,669.33 3.85 0.59 891.11 1,439.43 3.85 0.37 593.59 
110.00 -- -- 56.67 91.07 -- C -- 37.50 -
__ 124.60 13.85 42.35 61.53 79.36 13.85 40;48 51.40 
12.99 6.18 5.49 8.19 8.88 ·6.18 6;29 7.33 
7 .2-1 5.00 8.31 6.99 7 .20 _5.00 8.31 7.22 
2,984.13 28.88 56. 74 1,024.49 1,625.94 28.88 55.45 697.04 
2.2348 0.0054 0.0004 o. 7402 1. 3055 0.0054 0.0003 0.5181 
0.1423 -- -- 0.0471 0.0826 -- -- o. 032 7 
0.1043 0.0193 o. 026 7 .0.0511 0.0720 0.0193 0.0290 0.0449 
0.0109 .0.0086 - 0.0035 0,0068 ·0.0080 0.0086 0.0045 0.0064 
0.0060 0.0070 0.0052 0.0058 0;0065 0.0070 . 0.0059 0.006_3 
2.4983 0.0403 0.0358 0.8510 1.4746 0.0403 0.0397 0.6084 
"' \>) 
,APPENDIX '.B - TABLE II 
sw,IMAR't OF GINNING ~ FIRE EXPERIENCE CJ..A~SIFIED BY _TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND FIRE PREVENUVE DE~ICES, SAm'l.~ -GINS; OKLAHC!!A 19.S:? 
N~er of GtUS:: · 
-Vo~...,;, -of Gi~~ing -· : 
- - Total Bales_ Ginned 
Number_ o_f Bal<IS __ pi,r Gin 
. ~ . .. . -
Fire Experience· · _ _ . 
. Total Number of "F:ires 
·"Bales Ginned 'p'er Fire 
Number of F.:l.res,per-.Gin 
Number of 'Gina Jlilv(i,:g Fires 
.. .· 't-· ... · .. : ··: 
Loss_froin Fires by all.Gins 




Ext:ingU:isher Material Us_ed 
Total Loss from Fires, 
Loss _from Fires per Gin 
. . Machin8ry Los$ ·:. 
Building ,Loss-
Cotton ·Loss· 
Gin Time Losli· 
htinguisher ,·Material Used 
Total Loss from -Fires 




Gin Time Loss 
Extinguisher Material Used 
Total l,9ss from_ Fires 
Loss from Fires pe.- Bafe Ginned 
· Machinery Loss · 
Building Loss 
Cotton LOss 
Gin Time -Loss 
Extinguisher Material Used 
Total Loss from Fires 
~--------
Moderate Equipment Elaborate\E9uipment ------ ~~-- All Equipment 
Green · · · Green· Green Boll Green · Green Boll · 
·Boll · ·- l!lo _ ·-Ji.;u -· Traps _and No . ___ . Boll .traps and - No· 
··1raps· 'Device Total ··'Traps ·--_Magnets· :.·:.nevic·e ·Total- Traps Magnets Device 
-,.11 - li 22 ' 13 ', 4 12 ' .29 24 .. 4 
14,616 6,308 29,924 25,388_ ,' fo,874 ?3,966 -_ 60,228 40,004 10,874-
1,329 - - 573 951 1,9}3 2,7_18. 0-1,997_. 2,011 . 1~667 2_;7).8 
18 10 28 20 16 . • 20 . 56· 38 16 
812 - -_ 631. 747 _ 1,269. - 680 -_ . , 1,198 - _ _ :1,075 ·. 1,053 680· 
}·64 4.91 . 1;·:21 · i~-54 --:,oo .' l~.67 - . 2!·93 ., 1!·58 ,' ::oo 
23 -
30,274 
- l,31~ _ 
30 
1,009 



























·'\.0;000.00 40,000.00 _ 4s,1sci.oo -- · _-- · 45~-iso.oo 4s,150·.oo -- 40,000.00 85,150.00 
10;000.00 10~000.00 10,000.00 -~- _ _ -- -_10,000.00 10,_000.00 -- 10;000.00 20,000.00- · 
6,750.00 7,386.53 2;407~50 358.00 705.80 - "3,471.30 3,044.03 358.00 7,455.80 10,857_.83 
.107.80 210.40 . 419.81! 198-,02 104.63 . 722.53 522.48 _198;02 212.43 932.93 
124.40 so1.so · 286.45 l4.oo 18:.1s 379.20 669.55 -i4,oo io3.15 886, 10 




































































































































































: APPE~~ ~ ". T~LE III . . . \• ..... . 
·~·~ G~(~tw:m.mtI~ECLAS.sn>IEDiY: Tt?Es.·~.EQU_~'..u.m'.·Fµrt ~VE ~~i.SAMPLEGIN!l;, OJ(U.~'1g5B.·.··· 
'VofEL;~iir:r¢di< 
Fir~ ~i;c~' ,,-...... ·.· · __ •. 
• < Total N!l1ilb,n- •. o.f. l;trea 
· 'Bale11 ·. Giilnedj>_er: Fir!' :· 
. Bumbar. of Fires. pet• Gi._ . 
Number' of .. Gina' llioving Fires 
io~/~mn ~{~.~\~; .li'c~· ·. 
· '"8clituery· LQSs'.-: · · 
... : .Building LoS&· .· 
.. ·. Cotton Loss . .. 
,. ·: ~s~::~~~ial ~.~a: . 
Total· i.oss from· .. Fir'eii.. : . 
Lo~sMa~!t~o::r::Gill: 
B;.ildittg Loss .. ·. 
. Cottcm Loss . . . . . . . 
. Gin Time Loss· · .. . ·• ·· 
.:SXtiilglliahar. Hateriaf Used · 
Total Loss nm11 Fit.es · 
' 
· · ·. L Loss from Fire~i p~ Firil · 
· " · · Machinery l,oss 
Building Loss· . 
Cotton Loss 
Gin Tf.me··Loss · 
·· Extinguisher· ·Material use.d 
Total Loss from. Fires .. 
. · Loss· from Fires pet B~ie Ginned 
. Machinery Loss 
Building :toss 
.. Cotton Loss . 
·Gin Time Loss . . . 
Extinguishe~ !!'aterial Used 
Total Loss from Fires . . 
~-·· c. 
• · El.11.!>..Q.'E'.&~e Bquipmeu .. • 
Green • · . Gre111t Boll- . 
14 : .13 
211;ao7 :. 2!1,~Ss 
.1,(,86 2_,us .. · 
.. :/i: 
0-'2 ;9,5:; ·- . 
- .··1.25 
,;;-: 
· :. ;.20:: . .: 
1- 546' 
_-.' 1;54 ' 
- .. .-1 .. 
· · 'Greeo. 
75,182. · ·47,546 . 
2;506 . 2,.16_1 
i,a;~37 },7!f23 













-~~/;r- ···•-· - \:: ._: ~ .. ------:::····· '. ~f~: ·.·_ ~/.'::: ··: non~s: .. · ·- ... ·i~o· -:··!~.oo~ .-.... ·-·.•:: ,~ ::,·:?, •• -- .... ···>·,:!{oo:, 
, 375,00 117..00. _ 492·;00· '1;048.75 ' 163.5_0 .· . 765 •. 17 · 1,977.42. 1,423.75. . l.6_3.50 · 882;17: ... • · 2,46~.42:: · 
60.35··.: .. 4.00 64.35. . 96.(15,, 69.60 . . 140;70 • 306.35 >.156.40 69.60 c.' 144. 70 . 370,70 
10;00 . -- . ·70.00• 232.00 · . 23.50 .· • .53 • .30 . 308.8.0 ·. 302.00 . .23.50 : ,53_;•30. -378';80 
505;35 · ·_ :12l.OO 626.35 . 1,386_;80 · 256.60: . 959.17 · 2,602;57 l'.,892.15: 256._60 l.;OB!>.17 3;2,28:'9'.? · 
41;66. 
.. '. 6~7i 
·' 7;78 





















·-.-.·35.14 .. ·. 80.67' 
'4~60. 7.3!1 
5.00 17.85 
44.74 i06.68 .•· 
--· . 0.62 ·-- --
27.33 6,s;ss . 
3.58· 6.00 
3.89 '14.50 
34.80 .. 86.67. 
.0.0003 - .,._. 
0.0236 ' 0.0356 
·o;0031 0.0032 
·-0.0034 · 0.0079 











































































49;01 :56;12 .. 
.•, 8.04 .. •• ,- 8;42 
. 2.96 8.61 









0.0262 · 0.0257 
0.0043 ·0.0039 
-·0;0016 0.0039 




APPENDIX B - TABLE IV 
(:::: 
) . . . (\ . . . 
SUMMARY OF GINNING .AND FIRE EXPERIENCE. CLASSIFIED BY TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND·FIRE PREVENTIVE DEVIC~S, SAMPL1! GINS; OKLAHOMA 1956-1958 
Number of Gins 
Volume of ·Ginning 
. Total Bales Ginned 
Number· of Bales ·.per. Gin 
·Fire Exp.erien~e < 
Total Number of Fires· 
Bales Ginned per Fire 
Number of Fires per .Gin 
. Number of Gins ~vJ.ng Fires 
Loss from Fires by: all Gins·. 
· Machin!'rY Lpss 
Building Loss 
cOi:tOn Loss 
Gin Time Loss 
~tinguisher Materid Used 
·Total Loss from Fires. 




Gin Time Loss 
Ext:iJtguisher Material Used 
Total Loss from Fires 
Loss from Fires .Per Fire 
· Machinery Loss 
Building Loss 
Cotton Loss· 
Gin Time Loss 
Extinguisher .Material Used 
Total Loss from Fires · 
Li;,ss from ·Fires per Bale Ginned 
Machinery Loss 
Bui I ding Loss 
Cotton Loss 
Gin Time Loss 
Extinguisher Material Used 
Total Loss from Fires· 
Moderate Equipment Elaborate Equipment · · · All Equipment 
Green Green Green Boll Green Green Boll 
Boll No "' Boll." Traps and No Boll Traps and No 















































































-------------------- ·--------- -------------------------·------Dollars----------------~--. --- .-- .- . ------ . · --------------------------------





















10,000.00 10,000.00 12,550,00 -- -- 12,550.00 12,550,00 Q-·, 10,000.00 22,555,00 
7,240.00 8,604,53 5,325.25 701,50 2,190,97 8,217.72 6,689, 78 701.50 9,430.97. 16,822.25 
188,30 404,95 710.80 347,98 338,71 1,397,49 927,45 347,98 527.01 1,802,44 
207,49 754,26 626,53 102.50 273,31 1,002.34 .1,173,30 102,50 480,80 1, 756,60 
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Schedule for Rating 
GIN HOUSE BASIS RATES1 
A. JB\ridk9 stone9 concrete» hclfow tile or. steel iK'©'l!l clad gin 
house with metal or incombustible roof on ste~l supports $2.55 
B. Brick, stone, concrete, hollow tile or steel i~on clad gin 
house with metal.or incombustible roof on wood rafters or 
supports 2.80 
C. Frame or frame iron clad ginhouse with metal or other 
incombustible roof 3.45 
1. Floors: lf co~bustible floor in part of b~ilding, 
(except press platfonn), add .30 
2. Height: For each story over one, add .30 
3. Roof: Wood shingle, board, or unapproved c@~position, 
add 1.00 
4. Boiler: 
(a) In boiler house of brick, stone, concr~te, hollow 
tile or all steel construction with no wood work 
within 5 feet of gin house, unless property cut 
off by standard fire wall» add .30 
(b) In boiler house with brick9 stone, holl©w concrete 
block ~r tile walls with wood rafter$ @r supports 9 
within 5 feet of gin house, unless property c~t off 
by standard fire wall, add .50 
(c) If walls are frame or frame iron clad: 
1. Within 20 feet of ginhouse or sheds or awnings 
attached to either building, add .65 
2. Within 40 feet of (and more than 20 feet from) 
ginhouse or sheds or awnings attached to 
either building, add .30 
NOTE: If other than steam power make no charge 
under Item 4, b~t apply Item lO(d). 
5. Smoke Stacks: 
(a) If not e~uipped with spark arrester of not more than 
1/2 inch mes» add .10 
(b) If less than 18 inch clearance from all wood work, add .25 
(c) If less than 40 feet high, add .25 
6. Electric Motors: If in main building or not cut off in 
a@cordance with standards 9 add .25 
NOTE: Not to apply if Wioitor is 
approved enclosed dustless 
type. Switchboards and/or 
Fuses: Must be installed in 
accordance with standards. 
7. Electrical Grounding: If gin machinery not grounded 
according to standard, add .20 
1 
Cotton Risks containing General Basis Schedules, Nos. 38-6-379 
Oklahoma Inspection Burea1!ll~ Oklahoma Cityi, Oklahoma. 
57 
8. Internal C1ombustfon Engine: 
(a) If not located in separate room cut off by partition& 
with self-closing door~ add $ .25 
(b) If with gravity feed 9 add .25 
NOTE: If Diesel eng:i..ne 9 refer to Oklahoma Inspection 
Bureau. 
{c) Unless Silll.pply tank located outside of lw1Jilding~ 5 feet 
distant and buried 3 feet underground. 9 ©r 20 feet 
distant if above ground, add .25 
9. Cotton Cleaner: No approved seed cotton cleaner or cleaning; 
system not properly installed9 add .30 
10. Flues and Condensers: 
(a) If no lint flues and battery condenser~ add 1.90 
(b) If lint flues are not all metal 9 add .35 
(c) If d1.ust flues a:re not all metal 9 add .35 
(d) If no stea:m pipe from boiler to lint: flwes and 
condenser» add .50 
NOTE~ Must have only one valvie 9 acc1::$l&.ibly foicated.. 
11. Press: If single box press (not apJP!lying to 1round bale 
press)~ add .30 
NOTE: Omi.t if charge 10(&) is made. 
11 1/2. Cotton Drying and/(JJ,t; C\omllitioming: 
1. Furnace9 bMrner tn: lboi ler: 
(a) If gas 9 oil or electric fuel--
1. In building9 ad.d:itfon or engine roorn not 
properly cut off .10 
NOTE~ Not cumulative with charge under 
Items 49 69 and 8(a). 
(b) If fuel other than gas 9 oil or ele~tric=-
1. In bui ldJ.ing~ addi t fon or em1gine room of 
incomibustible constructi@1119 ·prr(cVperly C1\llt 
off, or in separate building of incombustible 
Clillnstructfon within ten feet: .10 
2. In building;» additfon or eng!.ne room of 
incombustible construction, not cut off .15 
3. In lbiuilding 9 additfon or engine lt/lJHOm of 
Cil'JJmbm11tilole c1Clnstr1Lllc.tion9 pr1opierly c.ut 
off, IO!l' in separate building of combusti1ble 
construction within 25 feet .25 
4. In building~ a:dlditfon or engine room of 
2. Cabinet: 
C(('.i)mbust.ible construction~ n©t c,ut off .35 
NOTE~ Charge 1Lll1!1lder Item 11 1/2. 9 1. (bi) 
is not c\l.llmulative with e::harge under 
Item 4. When both charges apply~ 
nake highest charge only. 
(a) If any part of dryer cabinet is of combustible 
material and located in gin or within five feet 
of gin building .50 
(b) If installation of cotton dryer creates congested 
condition in gin or if dryer is n@t readily 
accessible and arranged so it is n~t under close 
obset"vati<0>n at all times, or if otherwise not 
properly installed (see standards) .10 to .50 
58 
12. Bs!llrrels and JBluck1ets: 
add 
If none 9 or not according to standard, 
$1.25 
13. Chemical ExtingllJlishers: If none~ or not: according to 
s tandar(\ add • 30 
14. Elevated Tank and Hose: If none 9 or not according to 
standard9 add .30 
15. Storage OII' \L\lsie ~ lf hay 9 feed ©r broom 11:;o)cn store& in 
buUdings on gin premises~ add .95 
16. Seed Cotton or C(())tton Seed sto:red in gin hia>llJlBe 9 add .15 
17. Corn Shucker or Feed Mill: JI:f operated itn cormectfon with 
gin9 add r. 50 
18. Corn Sheller 0>r Ffourr Mill: :U operated 1m c-.(01rmection 
with gin~ add .35 
NO'I'E: . Not cumufative with Item 17. 
19. Accumulation of H1.1tlls: If hulls 9 burrs~ shale or other 
trash be discharged within 25 feet of gin lu:ll·wse 9 ai.dd .30 
NOTE: This ch.aJ.:rge not to apply where b\l)ll'nied aca::::i(ilrding 
to standard in boiler or in st:lllml(&arcll frnc.in1erat 1or 
properly located. 
lnd.nerator to be of 12 i.nch bid,«:::k walls nlClt less 
than 18 feet high and not le.ss than 12 feet inside 
diameter top and bottom» with top 2 feet of walls 
honeycombed to permit air passagie9 with trash dlis= 
charge 8 feet above gro\\l!nd 9 and located at least 4,0 
feet from any lbr01Ud.ing or gin plant. For foll 
standards of construction~ refer to Oklahoma 
lnspecti1cm Burea\\l!. 
CREDITS 
20. Municipal Protection~ If gin located within city limits of 
8th class town or better and is within 250 feet of a 
public fire hydrant~ rdt®dm:t • 20 
21. All Metal M'.aichinery: 
(a) For ll!lEl.chinery entirely incomb1lllstiblep {except press) 
in building of incio,mb1\Jlstible constr\!llcti1:m (nll'.il woiocl= 
work ex~ept press platform)i deduct .25 
(b) For machinery enUrrdy inco·i1!1bust;iblis» with ste<el press 
(excepting press boards) in building ©f incomb1lllstible 
cons:tructitm (no WICiodwo1rk) and with inclCimhrnstible 
press platfwrm~ deduct .50 
22. Watchman: 
(a) If watchman service acc,,rding t@ stai:md,'.!l'.ra dluring 
operating season only, dle&uict • 25 
(b) If watchw.an service according to stand.a.rd during entire 
year, ded1lllct • 50 
23. Whitewash: If all interior wo©dwork of gin house is white= 
washed or painted with approved fireproof paint throughout, 
at least once each year, deduct .10 








Carbon Di©xide Systems: For approved carb(Q)n dioxide ex~ 
tingl!llishing system. in lint flues and condenser in lieu 
of steam jets, dedll.llct . $ • 50 
Exposures: ··· · · · . · 
(a) Cotton hiouse within. 40 feet and unless a clear space 
of at least 25 feet is maintained between open sheds, 
awnings» or driveways atta©hed to either buildings 
add .65 
NOTE: · ·. If walls of both cot ten hlQl\\l.lSe and gin 
holl.llSe are brick, stone9 concrete9 hollow 
c,cmcrete bfocki, tile ©r skeleton steel 
(nl\:ll comb@stible material in walls) j) reduce 
charge one-half. 
(b) Baled C(('litton or seed cotton 1())10. plat:f@,r,.:rm or in yard 
within 40 feet of gin if left over nigbt 9 add .95 
(c) Saw mill in connection with gin9 and l@cated adjoining 
or within 100 feetv add 2.50 
( d) Add for exposll!\ir~ from other prio,perty as per exposlllre 
tables in General Basis Schedule Nl!l>. 3. 
Afte:rcharge$~ . Fa\!Jlts of rmanagement 9 gene:ral conditioin l!l>f 
premises or hazard n10t prio,vided for in sche<dl.\lllle9 add .OS = 1.00 
Btnildings and Contents: Cotton Houses 9 Seed Cotton or 
Cotton Seed Houses, Boiler Houses 9 Gffices and all other 
Auxiliary B\lllildings, and Machinery9 Furnitilllre and Fixtures 
in same take same rate as Gin House. For C~tton (Baled 
and Unlbaled) 9 See C<0>ttitm9 CottiOJn Se.ed, JBagging and Ties, 
see Items No .• 30-33 inclusive. 
O.ther Occlll!paincies: Occupancies t01ther than above in 
connection With giir!l.9 re;er to Oklahoma Inspection Bureall.ll 
for rating. · 
THRIE,..:,OmtTHS VALUE CLA\UISE 
The Three-Fo\lllrth Vahile Clause mllJ!.St be attached t©J all poU.c:.ies 
covering buildings and/or c~ntents (except cotton.9 1eed cotton9 cotton 
seed9 bagging and ties) without regard to Ure protection. 
GIN PRODIC.TS IN OR WITHIN 100 FEET OF GIN 
OR AU/XlLIARY BUILDINGS 
CIOlverage 
.30. Blanket en C(ll))tton (baled and unll»aled) 9 seed cotton 9 
Rate 
cotton seed, bagging and ties (no excfoe:i@nSl) Gin R.ai.te 
Mini11llllm Rate9 $.3. 7 5. 
31. Same as Item .30 but excl1Jlding baled cotton Gin Rate plus .65 
Minimum Rate, $.3.75 • 
.32. Baled cotton9 cotton seed and/or bagging and ties Gin Rate 
Minimum Rate9 $.3.7!> 
33. Unbaled Cotton Gin Rate pl1Jls 1.25 
Minimum Rate9 $3.75. 
60 
34. Coinsurance Clause: All policies covering Gin products· 
mtllst contain Cotton Coinsurance Clause. 
35. Minimum Term and Cancellation: No policy on Gin products 
(except specific ins~rance on baled cotton) shall be 
written for a period of less than one IllCllnth. If cancelled 
by insured the company sha 11 retain at least one month's 
premium. Specific insurance on baled cotton may be 
written for less than on~ month at option of company. 
Oklahoma Standard Short Rate Table to be used. 
61 
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